
Did you know that mires are home to 
sundews, nature’s plant oddities that 
eat insects? And have you noticed 
that there is life among the moss,  
and the most wonderful creatures are 
flying between the gnarly pine trees?

Pack your favourite picnic treats  
and go for a mire adventure in  
the Lauhanvuori - Hämeenkangas 
UNESCO Global Geopark! Get to know 
the mire nature on the duckboard 
trails of the Geopark. There is  
plenty to experience in the area! 

Please visit lhgeopark.fi 
for more information on the Geopark  
and all its offerings from excursion  
destinations to food services.

A mire adventure in the 

GEOPARK



AITONEVA PEAT MUSEUM
Nature trail, machine exhibition, bird-watching tower, and a 
lean-to shelter (the museum is open during summer-time)

Aitonevantie 358, Kihniö, Finland
62.19536, 23.30882
https://www.vapo.com/producing-peat-responsibly/after-use/peat-museum

KAMMI-KYLÄ (Kammi village)
Duckboards, buildings constructed from natural materials

Jokelantie 32, Kauhajoki, Finland 
62.29123, 22.44818
http://nummijarvi.fi/site?node_id=110

KAUHANEVA 
Kauhaneva-Pohjankangas National Park
Kauhalammi nature trail, campfire places,  
dry toilets, accessible services available at Salomaa,  
a bird-watching tower at Nummikangas

Kyrönkankaantie 347, Karvia, Finland 
62.20519, 22.44806
https://www.nationalparks.fi/kauhaneva-pohjankangasnp

MUSTANSAARENKEIDAS 
Haapakeidas Mire Reserve
Accessible nature trail and bird-watching tower

Konkarintie 2, Isojoki, Finland (drive through the yard,  
then continue 1 km down the road) 
62.01866, 21.84686
https://www.luontoon.fi/mustasaarenkeidas 

NEVA-LYLY
Wilpertti’s duckboard trail, campfire place, dry toilet

Alkkiantie 1454, Karvia, Finland 
62.19507, 22.84230
https://willikarvia.fi/en/destination/lake-neva-lyly/

PARKANO FORESTRY MUSEUM
Kustaa the Elk’s nature trail, campfire site, dry toilet,  
machine exhibition (museum open during summer-time)

Rännärinmuseotie 112, Parkano, Finland 
62.07901, 23.05994
https://www.parkano.fi/welcome-to-parkano/history-of-parkano/forestry-museum/

PERÄKORPI
Lauhanvuori National Park
Accessible campfire site and dry toilet at Spitaalijärvi

Spitaalijärvi, Isojoki, Finland
62.13374, 22.14777
https://www.nationalparks.fi/lauhanvuorinp

GEOPARK’S BEST 
mire excursion sites for families



FEEDING THE SUNDEWS
1. Find a sundew plant. Sundews grow in a thick 

bunch of yellowy green rosettes. Their round 
or linear leaves are covered in red  
bug-trapping hairs. 

2. Try and hunt for bugs that  
are suitable for your  
chosen sundew. A few 
mosquitoes or flies 
should be enough.

3. Carefully place the 
bug on the open 
leaf. Use a small 
stick, if necessary.

4. Leave the sundew be for 
an hour. During that time you 
can go and look for other  
interesting things in the mires.

5. Then return to see how the  
sundew and its leaf are doing.

THINGS TO DO IN THE MIRES

 Butterflies  
 Flies
 Horseflies 
 Blackflies 
 Mosquitoes 

 Hymenopters 
 Ants 
 Springtails 
 Spiders 
 Something else

SPOTTING  
SMALL ANIMALS

Did you see the following?
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For more information: https://nationalparks.fi/hikinginfinland and  
https://lhgeopark.fi/en/how-to-travel-responsibly-in-the-geopark

Guidelines for visitors
• Litter and garbage are not part of nature and  

should be avoided in advance. Burnable waste  
can be burned and biodegradable waste can be 
placed in a compost or disposed of in the dry  
toilet. All other garbage must be carried back  
from the trails. 

• Building a campfire is allowed only on the  
marked campfire sites. Please check in advance  
that there is no forest or grass fire warnings in  
effect (https://en.ilmatieteenlaitos.fi/warnings). 

• Please bring your own toilet paper.

• Please follow the coronavirus guidelines and  
restrictions while hiking and camping  
(https://www.nationalparks.fi/coronavirusguidelines).
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  great sundew (Drosera anglica)  
  Frigga fritillary (Boloria frigga)  
  pale giant horsefly (Tabanus bovinus)  
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lhgeopark.fi/en/suossa-on-elama
facebook.com/lauhanvuoriregion

instagram.com/lauhanvuoriregion

twitter.com/suogeopark
#lhgeopark 

#unescoglobalgeoparks


